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DISCUSSION TOPICS

• Health Services Cost Review Commission (HSCRC) 

Updates

– National Correct Coding Initiative (NCCI) Edits

– Emergency Department Billing and Coding

• 2019 Legislative Agenda

• Questions and Answers
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NEW NATIONAL CORRECT CODING 

INITIAIVE EDITS EFFECTIVE JULY 1, 2019

• CMS implemented new billing edits, referred to as 

Procedure to Procedure (PTP) edits, for non-OPPS 

facilities on July 1, 2018

– No advance notice provided to Maryland’s hospitals

• CMS agreed to delay implementing until January 1, 2019, 

and ultimately until July 1, 2019

• CMS has clearly stated that there will be no delays 

beyond July 1, 2019
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NEW NATIONAL CORRECT CODING 

INITIAIVE EDITS EFFECTIVE JULY 1, 2019

• Procedure to Procedure (PTP) edits implemented for 

non-OPPS facilities

– These edits are aimed at preventing unbundling of claims 

– Claim lines are denied when a non-allowed pair of codes appears 

together on the same date of service 

• Type 20 are codes that are NEVER allowed to be billed 

together on the same bill

• Type 40 edits are codes that are not allowed to be billed 

together unless there is an appropriate modifier on the 

bill
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NEW NATIONAL CORRECT CODING 

INITIAIVE EDITS EFFECTIVE JULY 1, 2019

• HSCRC comments and position
– Hospitals should not bill separately for certain ancillary services 

UNLESS the services are provided by another department

o E.g., respiratory therapists performing procedures in the emergency 
department

– HSCRC staff suggested that Medicare billing compliance risk may 
be reduced if services are bundled where appropriate

– Because hospitals are under global budgets, there should be no 
impact to revenues

• Emergency Department (EMG) RVU scale will be 
converted July 1, 2019
– Each hospital should examine bundling and determine if other 

rate center conversions are needed
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EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT RVU 

CONVERSION

• Emergency Department (EMG) RVU scale will be 

converted July 1, 2019

• HSCRC observations:

– Variation in coding levels, putting hospital at risk for denials

– Options needed to address EMTALA screening and billing

– Plan to adjust ER RVUs to agree to CPT codes

o No specifics on directly linking charge levels with CPT coding

– National movement toward cost based weights
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EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT RVU 

CONVERSION

• EMTALA solution needed for Medicaid (and Medicaid 

MCOs)

• Likely EMTALA billing alternatives:

– No RVUs for EMTALA; permitted to bill one RVU for Medicaid, 

subtracting billed amount from post-EMTALA amount

– One RVU for EMTALA; Post EMTALA RVUs are lower due to 

subtraction of one RVU; combine EMTALA and non-EMTALA 

billing into final code for payers, except Medicaid

• Conversion will be revenue neutral
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2019 LEGISLATIVE 

SESSION



MODEL BRINGS AMBITIOUS TARGETS
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Yearly Total Cost of Care Savings Targets

• State’s hospitals at 

risk for total cost of 

care for 950,000 

Medicare fee-for-

service beneficiaries

• Plus, aggressive 

goals: 

• quality 

improvement 

• health gains
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BIG GOALS: BETTER CARE, BETTER 

HEALTH
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SIX KEYS TO UNLOCK VALUE
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A SYSTEMS APPROACH IS NEEDED
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2019 SESSION BRINGS NEW FACES, 

REQUIRES NEW STRATEGIES

• Aftermath of Election:

– Substantial turnover 

– New committee membership, leadership

– Labor unions get key wins, changing political landscape

– Trial attorneys benefit from House changes

• Start of new term, slower pace

• Significant focus on educating new members, high touch 

strategy
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NEW STRATEGIES FOR NEW TERM

• Candidate meetings post-primary

• Committee briefings on new model, certificate of need 

and behavioral health capacity 

• Re-evaluate long-held positions

• Leverage coalitions

• Activate HSCRC
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MHA’s 2019 ADVOCACY AGENDA
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ADVOCACY PRIORITIES

Enhance Quality and Patient Engagement

Support Efficient Care Delivery

Ensure the Success of Maryland’s Unique Model

Foster a Robust and Inclusive Health Care Workforce
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Expand Access to Care



LEGISLATIVE PRIORITIES

• Secure up to a $40-million reduction of the state’s $334-

million Medicaid assessment in fiscal year 2020

• Limit unsustainable increases in medical liability payouts 

by requiring objective and predictable benchmarks

• Modernize the state’s Certificate of Need process to align 

with the parameters of the new Total Cost of Care Model  
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GOVERNOR HOGAN’S FY 2020 BUDGET

• Kirwan Commission

– Major recommendations delayed; Asking for $325 million to 
jumpstart 

• Medicaid Deficit Assessment (sick tax)

– $40 million reduction

• Keep the Door Open Act & Crisis Response Grant Program

– $3 million for new or existing crisis response services

– Range of 3 to 3.5% health care provider rate increase

• IMD Funding

– $29.4 million for the two IMDs

– Based on our projections, $1.5 million short

• MHA Capital Bond Program

– $7.7 million recommended by Hospital Bond Review Committee

– $5.5 million allocated
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MEDICAL LIABILITY

• Defense on key issues

– Non-Economic Damages

– Punitive Damages

– Comparative Negligence

• Proactive efforts

– Seeking predictability, objectivity, relief

• Data driven arguments

– Comprehensive Medical Malpractice Survey 
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MHA LIFE CARE ACT LEGISLATION

• Address a key driver of high medical liability payouts 

• Creates an objective standard and consistent parameters 

for expert witnesses who testify on life care plans

– Adopts the Daubert standard, currently required in federal courts 

and 32 states use pure or modified standard, which requires strict 

adherence to scientific method in medical malpractice testimony

– Ties the cost of future medical services to rates used in Maryland 

adjusted for inflation

• Offers new angle to address liability problem 
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MHA CERTIFICATE OF NEED

MODERNIZATION LEGISLATION

• Align CON and State Health Plan (SHP) with Maryland’s 

Total Cost of Care Model goals

• Modify current capital threshold requirement for 

hospitals

• Require MHCC to assess all SHP chapters annually; Revise 

chapters as needed

– Review and revise Psychiatry chapter – June 2019
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MHA CERTIFICATE OF NEED 

MODERNIZATION LEGISLATION 

• Aligns with MHCC recommendations

• Addresses critical needs:

– Language aligns CON with Maryland’s model

– Prioritizes State Health Plan review

– Modernizes CON review by raising capital threshold
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HOT TOPICS

• Labor-sponsored bills

• Individual Mandate

• Prescription Drug Affordability
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